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I.

Introduction
The objective of this task was to audit CN’s compliance with the conditions imposed by the Board for
temporary and permanent signs at each highway-rail at grade crossing, review complaints that were
registered over CN’s compliance with these conditions and CN’s response to those complaints.

II.

Background
In Decision No. 16, the Board imposed two mitigation conditions related to signage at the at-grade
crossings on the EJ&E rail line. The first condition (VM 2) required CN to install warning signs at
each crossing where motorists will experience an increase in railroad traffic and then remove the
signs six months later. The second condition (VM 9) required CN to install signs at each crossing with
the necessary information for motorists to report problems or dangerous conditions. In both
instances, the Board required that the signs comply with the standards in the Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices (the Manual). Complaints from the communities concerning compliance with
these two conditions centered on whether the signs were truly visible and a concern that different
signs had different telephone numbers for motorists to report problems. VM 9 also requires CN to
coordinate with other railroads when a CN crossing is close to another railroad’s crossing so that
information on problems or dangerous conditions can be shared among the affected railroads.

III.

Method and Analysis
HDR reviewed the Board’s Conditions VM 2 and VM 9, complaints on this issue, the standards in the
Manual that were in place when the Board approved the acquisition, the new standards that were
adopted in December, 2009 and CN’s response to the complaints. On February 5, 2010, HDR staff
interviewed CN personnel regarding compliance with VM2 and VM9. After the meeting, CN provided
a Memorandum dated February 15, 2010, which detailed CN’s approach to compliance with VM 2
and VM 9 (Attachment 1). In addition, HDR spot checked the existing signage at various locations on
the EJ&E rail line. None of the crossings that were visited had one sign that contained both the toll
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free number and the DOT crossing identification number. Typically the crossings had a decal visible
to motorists that contained the toll free number to report problems with the crossing (see Attachment
2) and the DOT crossing identification number posted on a nearby railroad bungalow (see Attachment
3).
The Manual that was in effect when the Board approved the acquisition did not have standards for
temporary signs warning motorists of an increase in railroad traffic but had recommendations for
placement of signs with information to report problems or dangerous conditions. The
recommendations included two examples of signs that could be used. Both examples included a toll
free number for motorists to call and the crossing inventory number. The Manual that was adopted in
December, 2009 still contains recommendations on signs that provide information for motorists to
report problems but does not require that the signs be installed. The new Manual has only one
example of a sign that could be used. If a sign is installed, it now must include an emergency contact
telephone number and the crossing inventory number.
Illinois DOT and Indiana DOT are both allowed to deviate from the Manual with their own standards if
they desire. Representatives from Illinois told HDR that they would formally adopt the new Manual in
approximately six months but that no deviation from the standards for emergency notification signs
was expected. A representative from Indiana DOT has indicated that Indiana generally adopts the
Manual in whole so no changes are expected in the standards for emergency notification signs.
CN acknowledged that different telephone numbers appeared on different emergency notification
signs, but that all of the telephone numbers rang into the CN Police Communications Center. CN has
indicated that when these signs are replaced, there will be a uniform contact number. CN waited for
the new Manual to be published before installing new signs, but now CN has already published bid
specifications for signs at all EJ&E crossings and will award a contract and install new signs by June
30, 2010. CN has also identified 10 crossings where an EJ&E crossing is located within 250 feet of
another railroad’s crossing. CN is developing a communication protocol with the other railroads for
the reporting of accidents and grade crossing malfunctions. This process of coordinating with the
railroads and implementing the protocol should be completed by April 1, 2010.

IV.

Results
CN’s approach to compliance with VM 2 and VM 9 appears reasonable.

V.

Conclusions and Recommendations
CN is complying with VM 9 and has already complied with VM 2. CN should report on the status of
the new signs in their 2nd Quarter 2010 Status Report on Environmental and Safety Mitigation
Measures. If problems with visibility of emergency notification signs are identified in the future, these
can be addressed on a case by case basis.
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